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Nuvias UC Engineering Services
The Nuvias Unified Communications Practice, formerly SIPHON, is a leading European Unified
Communications solutions provider focused on helping our customers and partners succeed in delivering
innovative, profitable, high quality services.
The fundamental principle and goal of Nuvias UC is to provide high value consultancy and technical
services in addition to product and software, which fundamentally enables introduction of innovative
new solutions that deliver significant value to our customers in terms of increased revenues, improved
efficiencies and cost reductions. Nuvias UC does this by combining world class solutions from key
technology vendors in the advanced IP and Unified Communications market place and by delivering a
very comprehensive suite of Consultancy and Services packages

24/7/365 Platform Support
Extended 2nd Line
Monitoring Services

SUPPORT
Service Design
Solution Design
Network Audits
Certiﬁcation & Interoperability

BESPOKE

Installation & Commissioning
3rd Party Integration
Project Engineering
Troubleshooting

TAILORED CUSTOMER
SPECIFIC PROGRAMS
BUILD/OPERATE/TRANSFER
OPERATIONAL TRAINING
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

CONSULT

DEPLOY

CPE Provisioning & Management
As a distributor Nuvias can stage and deliver CPE
within its portfolio as a standlone service from its
various EMEA warehouse locations, or as part of the
installation to fully own this process. In many cases
this enables a plug-and-play experience for end users
when activating their endpoint devices for the
first time.
In addition to this Nuvias provides a suite of Cloud
Systems to support the rollout and adoption of unified
communicatoin services. Dovetail is a complete CPE
management platform carefully designed with our
channel partners in mind. With a brandable interface
and multi-tier capabilities, Dovetail enables service
providers and technology reseller partners to gain
a major competitive advantage. Dovetail minimises
risk and reduces the costs of device deployment by
providing cloud-based network assessment, CPE
provisioning and inventory management, as well as
in-life network statistics and analytics.

Enterprise Platform Installation
Nuvias provides engineering services for the
installation of Customer Premise Equipment (CPE)
provided as part of an overall Hosted UC or SIP
Trunking service offering, or Enterprise infrastructure
rollout. The services provided by Nuvias across
EMEA include all required installation and testing
of Enterprise SBC (E-SBC), Enterprise Gateway,
Survivable Branch Appliance (SBA), and Multi-Service
Business Router (MSBR) platforms available in the
portfolio to enable activation of services across TDM /
IP PBX and Unified Communications environments.
Nuvias also offer extended services in addition to
standard technical support, to include advanced
hardware replacement with Next Business Day or 4
Hour delivery SLAs, along with on-site engineering
support. Nuvias also provides a range of overlay
services such as Extended Support and Monitoring for
enterprise devices. These services enable a Service
Provider or Technology Reseller to cost effectively
scale the rollout and on-going maintenance of
Enterprise platforms.

Voice and Video
Phone Installation

Video Installation

Nuvias Phone Installation services have been
specifically designed for Service Providers and
Technology Resellers to provide white labelled
engineering services across EMEA for the installation
of Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) and
Applications provided as part of an overall Hosted or
Premise based Unified Communications offering (e.g.
BroadWorks, BroadCloud, Skype for Business, Office
365 Cloud PBX etc.).

Nuvias Video Installation services provide Service
Provider and Technology Resellers with a range of
white labelled engineering services across EMEA for
the installation of premsie based Video Equipment
provided as part of an overall Polycom, Lifesize or
Skype for Business collaboration offering.

The services provided by Nuvias includes all required
installation and testing of IP Phones as well as the
installation of additional infrastructure required
for delivery of the service, such as PoE Switches
and Access Routers. The packages available also
includes the training of end users or a train the trainer
(End User IT/Telecoms Manager) service to ensure
the activation of new customers or new sites are
completed in a professional manner and end users are
educated clearly on their new phone system or unified
communications system.

The services provided by Nuvias includes all required
installation and testing of Video Codecs, as well as
the installation of ancillary equipment such as LCD
Screens, Touch Controls, Microphones and Cameras
within the meeting room. The packages available also
include training to ensure the activation of new meeting
rooms are completed in a professional manner and
users are educated clearly on their new video system.

Support
Respond – Technical Support
Nuvias Respond provides Tier 3 technical support
services for all technology platforms offered in the
portfolio, along with effective escalation where
required into vendor partners for Tier 4 support
and fault resolution. The engineering team within
Nuvias are highly skilled and certified across all
vendor platforms, and have significant experience in
supporting production environments.
The service is available on a 24/7/365 basis for all
Critical issues related to supported platforms, and
available during business hours for all other issues.
Nuvias provides all customers with a Service Level
Agreement (SLA) and this framework provides a
method for fault classification, response and target fix
times, plus a mutually agreeable escalation process.
Advanced hardware replacement along with on-site
engineering within defined SLAs can also be provided.
Nuvias Respond provides a replacement for standard
vendor support but does so on a cross-vendor basis,
so that not only do you benefit from the additional realworld service provider knowledge and experience of
our engineers, but you also benefit from having a single
support contact for all your issues.

Assure – Extended Support &
Monitoring
Nuvias Assure is a package of services available for
Service Provides & Technology Resellers to purchase
on an ongoing basis that enables the considerable
skills and operational experience available in the
Nuvias technical teams to be leveraged.
Nuvias Assure Extended Support provides an overlay
engineering function as an extension to technical
support and operational teams extending the reach
of the Nuvias support team further into a Service
Provider or Technology Reseller organization, by
providing Tier 2 technical support to their front-line
engineers. It is designed to be an extension of and
align with standard vendor maintenance, and is fully
integrated with the Nuvias Respond service.

Nuvias Assure Monitoring offers a series of packages
to provide operationally efficient and cost efficient
outsourced monitoring and maintenance services.
This results in a significant reduction in the burden
placed on a Service Provider or Technology Resellers
engineering staff. As per the Extended Support
service, it ensures service restoration for critical
issues and is fully integrated with the Nuvias Respond
service. It also offers software management to enable
upgrades or system patches / updates to be applied
on an agreed frequency.

Time Bank
Nuvias offers per day or project based professional
services both on-site and remote to cover an extensive
range of engineering activities. Nuvias Time Bank
is a services bundle which has been specifically
designed for Service Providers and Technology
Resellers to provide a more cost-effective approach to
purchasing remote and on-site engineering services
in advance. It includes a number of engineering days
across a 12-month period which can be requested
when needed to complete agreed work tasks across
platforms within the Nuvias product portfolio.
This provides Service Providers and Technology
Resellers with the capability to leverage the skilled
Nuvias engineering team as an extension to their
own engineering teams to complete tasks such as
configuration updates, software upgrades, new feature
rollout and network or system configuration audits.

Training and Performance
Operational Training
Vendor training courses are always the definitive
source of information and knowledge for the products
that Nuvias provide. Where it may not be possible
to schedule the official vendor training before the
platform is deployed either due to course availability
or project timescales, Nuvias can provide as part of
the deployment training courses designed to give
technical staff the key information necessary to run
the platform. These operational training courses are
specifically designed to be informal and targeted at
UC & VoIP professionals who have responsibility for
immediately maintaining and running the deployed
platform. The courses are all designed around five key
questions identified by Nuvias as knowledge that your
technical staff need immediately:

Nuvias offers hosted UC reseller training which has
been specifically designed for Service Providers
to support the on-boarding of new resellers and
partners. This training service is designed for those
partners who are responsible for the provisioning
and first level support of a hosted UC service. The
training schedule covers several key topics through
lecture, discussion and hands-on lab work to ensure
a thorough understanding of the service operation &
service activation process is gained.

• How does it work? (product information)

End User adoption is key to the success of any Unified
Communications service rollout. Nuvias provides a
range of services targeted at the training of end users
or a train the trainer (End User IT / Telecoms Manager)
scenarios to ensure the activation of new users or
new sites are completed in a professional manner and
end users are educated clearly on their new unified
communications system.

• How does it break? (common failure scenarios, what
to expect)

Health Checks

• How do I know it’s broken? (detecting failure, logging,
monitoring)
• How do I fix it? (problem resolution, common
recovery techniques)
• What to do if I can’t fix it? (support contacts,
information required to diagnose issues)
Each course takes key information from vendor
training and documentation, augmented by Nuvias
skills and experience in operating platforms and
presents it in a structured but informal setting allowing
your technical staff to get the information they need to
run the platform whilst they’re waiting for the
vendor training.

Reseller & User Adoption Training
Nuvias can provide a variety of custom designed
training courses on both generic technologies as well
as specific products which are available at a range of
levels, from educating your experienced engineers
down to providing the basic information necessary for
your resellers or end users to use your service.

Nuvias provides system audit or health check services
across all supplied Enterprise Platforms in the portfolio
as well as Microsoft Lync 2010, 2013 and Skype for
Business 2015 deployments. It is designed to highlight
any issues or inefficiencies in a deployment as well as
any potential blockers to long term goals such as an
impending upgrades or migrations.
This service provided by Nuvias starts with a
consultation with the manager or administrator
responsible for the Enterprise platform or Microsoft
UC platform, the configuration and performance
of the platform is then checked and documented
into a report which is then presented in a workshop
environment. The platform and service configuration
is verified against vendor and industry best current
practices to ensure optimal performance & security
is implemented.

Communications
Skype for Business
As an experienced Microsoft Gold Communications
Partner, Nuvias offers a comprehensive suite
of engineering services to reseller partners
focused around the Microsoft Lync, and Skype
for Business (On-Premise & Cloud PBX) platforms.
These consultancy & support services provide
customers with holistic support for Microsoft Unified
Communications Projects and are crucial to assist
customers in a rapid, sustained adoption of Microsoft
UC with long-term operational success.
By focusing on organizational readiness, change
management and user experience - key factors
recognized within large scale & successful Microsoft
UC deployments – the implementation of UC will be
completed in an optimal and efficient manner. Service
packages available include:
• Discovery Service
• Proof of Concept (PoC) on Demand
• Consultancy & Engineering Services
• Hybrid Deployment Services
• Cloud PBX Migration Services
• User Adoption Services
• Assure Extended Support Service
• Health Check Service
As part of its services portfolio, Nuvias also offers
enablement & support services across the range of
products it distributes which embrace and extend the
Skype for Business & Cloud PBX platforms.
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